PUBLICATION ETHICS AND MALPRACTICE STATEMENT
All actors included in the process of publishing should agree upon standards of expected
ethical behavior. Therefore, expectations for authors, editors, and peer-reviewers, as well
as processing malpractice, are explained in the following sections. Ethic statements are
based on standards of ethical behavior and best practices with reference to core practice
developed by the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE).
For Authors
The authors should provide papers that are original works and written by them. They
should also ensure that where the material is taken from other sources that the source is
clearly cited or quoted as well as that permission is obtained where appropriate. Also,
they have to take care that their work does not violate any rights of others like privacy
rights and intellectual property rights. It is unacceptable to submit the same manuscript
to more than one process for publication as it represents unethical publishing behavior.
Furthermore, it should always be given proper acknowledgment of the work of others. If
the author reveals a significant error or inaccuracy in his/her own paper, it is the author’s
obligation to timely notify the editors or publisher as well as to cooperate in retracting or
correcting the paper. Authors should declare they have no conflict of interest. All authors
should report if there are any financial or other important conflicts of interest that could
be interpreted as an influence on the results or interpretation of their paper. They should
also declare that informed consent was obtained from all individual participants involved
in the study if their study involved participants.
For Editors
The editor of the publication takes care of the evaluation of the submitted papers and can
decide which of the articles submitted should be published. Persons responsible for
editorial must ensure the confidentiality of the review process. They should also ensure
and promote consistent ethical policies.
For Reviewers
Peer review helps the editor in making editorial decisions and comments and guidelines
can help the author in improving the paper. All papers submitted for review should be
treated as confidential documents. Reviews should be done objectively with clearly stated
referees' views adequately supported with arguments. A reviewer should report to the
editor any significant similarity or overlap between the paper under review and any other
published paper if they notice it.
Managing unethical behavior
Any unethical behavior regarding copying or plagiarism in any form is unacceptable. All
reports of unethical behavior should be supported with sufficient information and proof.
Cases of ethical misconduct will be informed to concerned parties, asked for an
explanation, instructed for corrections, or depending on the extent of misconduct papers
will be rejected and not considered for publication.

